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Abstract: With the introduction of Industry 4.0, and smart factories accordingly, there are new
opportunities to implement elements of industry 4.0 in nonthermal processing. Moreover, with
application of Internet of things (IoT), smart control of the process, big data optimization, as well as
sustainable production and monitoring, there is a new era of Internet of nonthermal food processing
technologies (IoNTP). Nonthermal technologies include high power ultrasound, pulsed electric
fields, high voltage electrical discharge, high pressure processing, UV-LED, pulsed light, e-beam,
and advanced thermal food processing techniques include microwave processing, ohmic heating
and high-pressure homogenization. The aim of this review was to bring in front necessity to
evaluate possibilities of implementing smart sensors, artificial intelligence (AI), big data, additive
technologies with nonthermal technologies, with the possibility to create smart factories together
with strong emphasis on sustainability. This paper brings an overview on digitalization, IoT, additive
technologies (3D printing), cloud data storage and smart sensors including two SWOT analysis
associated with IoNTPs and sustainability. It is of high importance to perform life cycle assessment
(LCA), to quantify (En)—environmental dimension; (So)—social dimension and (Ec)—economic
dimension. SWOT analysis showed: potential for energy saving during food processing; optimized
overall environmental performance; lower manufacturing cost; development of eco-friendly products;
higher level of health and safety during food processing and better work condition for workers.
Nonthermal and advanced thermal technologies can be applied also as sustainable techniques
working in line with the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and Agenda 2030 issued by United
Nations (UN).
Keywords: nonthermal food processing technologies; Food Industry 4.0; sustainability; zero emission;
sustainable development goals; SWOT analysis
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1. Introduction

nal affiliations.

Nonthermal processing (NTP) has been investigated for food applications for the
purpose of food product stabilization and extraction, as alternative preservation processes
to conventional application of thermal treatments, pre-treatments (before freezing, drying) in wastewater treatments and in different applications. There are electrotechnologies
(cold plasma processing, pulsed electric fields—PEFs, pulsed light—PL, e-beam processing); pressure-based technologies like high pressure processing—HPP (cold preservation—
Pascalization), high pressure homogenization and mechanical technologies (high power
ultrasound—US, hydrodynamic cavitation). All of them deliver minimally processed food
with same or improved quality attributes compared to thermal technologies. PEFs have
been used in the treatment of industrial wastewater, allowing for significant recoveries and
wastage reduction. Each technology has its advantages and disadvantages but all of them
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can be considered as promising for the present and future development of sustainable food
applications. Scale-up principle of each technology is not the same, and progress made on
the research and the results obtained for their industrial implementation differ from one
technology to another. There are very few research papers that are dealing with comparison
of sustainable parameters of nonthermal technologies, making a direct comparison with
NTPs difficult [1–5].
The main inefficiencies within the food processing sector are food losses-wastes
(by-products). Food processing technologies can contribute to reducing such inefficiencies
by application of smart sensors for monitoring quality control over the entire supply chain.
Waste management and control of machines, as well as interconnection in the processing
plant, can be overcome by generating big data to optimize the system. With the introduction
of Industry 4.0, smart factories, there are new opportunities to implement elements of
industry 4.0 in nonthermal processing. Moreover, with application of Internet of things
(IoT), smart control of the process, big data optimization, as well as sustainable production
and monitoring, we have a new era of Internet of nonthermal food processing technologies
(IoNTP): Food Industry 4.0 and sustainability.
Researchers and topics on nonthermal processing are mainly in lab-scale and proper
scale up have been made for HPP and PEFs. There are many advantages where those
technologies have proven to be more efficient compared to thermal one in terms of preservation [3]. Each technology has its advantages and disadvantages and there is no single one as
appropriate for general use and for general purpose. The application of NTP technologies
should be focused on specific and target usage with assuring preservation (food safety),
food quality monitoring and total quality assessment with lowest energy and economic
resources and least impact to the environment and to the society in general. Waste, energy,
economy, and environment are major pillar that needs to be managed in terms of Agenda
2030 and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Energy conservation is vital for the
sustainable development of the food industry. Nonthermal technologies can be implemented in food industry in terms of reduced energy consumption, reducing energy costs
and help to the society in general by reducing the use of energy resources and the emission
of many air pollutants such as CO2 . In food processing industry it has become significant
to improve the energy efficiency and replace the existing energy-intensive unit operations
with new energy-efficient processes [6]. Industry 4.0 also refers to smart factories that enables to address issues such as food safety, security, control, energy consumption, demand
predictions of food manufacturing.
The aim of this review was to bring in front necessity to evaluate possibilities of implementing smart sensors, artificial intelligence (AI), big data, additive technologies with
nonthermal technologies, with the possibility to create smart factories together with strong
emphasis on sustainability. As a result of this part of the review, a SWOT matrix of novel
food processing techniques has been created. Upon analysis of the sustainability perspective of nonthermal food processing associated with Food industry 4.0, second SWOT matrix
has been developed. The three pillars of sustainability refer to environmental, economic
and social impacts of nonthermal technologies (i.e., energy balances, life cycle assessment
(LCA), waste production/reduction, cost of production, impact to society) as well to set
novel approach to introduce nonthermal technologies as smart systems in food industries.
Literature Review
Literature review concerning sustainability of NTPs has been performed by analyzing
manuscripts refer in scientific databases, mainly Web of Science, ScienceDirect and Google
Scholar, revealing articles (research papers and reviews), targeting environmental/social
impacts of NTPs and their relation with Industry 4.0 technologies, LCA studies focused on
a specific food NTPs, and/or analysis of specific environmental impacts associated with
food NTPs such as energy, water, climate change). The selection criterion was that food
related NTP articles cover any environmental/sustainability dimension within the Industry
4.0 perspective. However, when keywords related to Food industry 4.0, sustainability and
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non-thermal food processing technologies were added to searching engines, two types of
manuscripts were found: (i) papers connecting NTP and Industry 4.0, and (ii) manuscripts
covering NTPs and sustainability. All three have not been in focus by author and this was
identified as a research gap by the authors of this manuscript.
As a result of the literature review, two SWOT (Strength, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats) analyses have been performed. First in relation to novel food processing techniques and second associating Food Industry 4.0 and sustainability dimensions. In both
cases, scholars from University of Zagreb—Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology
and University of Belgrade—Faculty of Agriculture with expertise in nonthermal food
technologies and food sustainability created these SWOT matrices, using a Delphi method
to stimulate and synthesize the opinions of these experts. Delphi method is often used to
elicit experts’ knowledge and achieve consensus [7].
2. Principles of Industry 4.0
2.1. Food Industry 4.0: Principles
Food Industry is constantly improving their processing and production with caution in
environmental impact. There are many areas where there is a need for more improvements.
The idea is driven by society, nature via climate change, profit, management where smart
decisions are needed. There is view from different interdisciplinary and interprofessional
leaders and professionals, where different aspects need to be considered. Industry 4.0 is
a way to improve production processes, to increase the productivity, to reflect individual
demands and short-term management wishes. The way of thinking together with Lean
and Green management, is helping to reduce lead time and time to market [8]. Smart solutions of Industry 4.0 help to reduce product development time ad-hoc networking within
cyber-physical systems (CPS). Moreover, it helps transparency in real time, to make faster
and more flexible decision making, to archive global optimization in development and production [9]. Well known 1st, 2nd and 3rd industrial revolution enabled the transition from
manual to mechanical production. Industry 4.0 is the fourth industrial revolution applying
the principles of CPS, internet-oriented technologies and smart systems with enhanced
human-machine interaction systems. This enables communication between every segment
of the system in the value stream and leads to internet-enabled mass customization in
manufacturing [10]. The term was first coined in 2011 at the Hanover Fair in Germany.
There are constant requirements regarding safety, nutritive composition, food fraud,
and recently sustainability requirements. Thermal processing in food industry is most
used way of preserving foods. In the last 15 years, many research of nonthermal food
processing and scale-up on industrial level has been done. Nonthermal food processing
includes electrotechnologies like cold plasma processing, PEFs, PL and e-beam processing.
There are also pressure-based technologies like HPP (cold preservation–Pascalization),
high pressure homogenization and mechanical technologies (high power US, hydrodynamic cavitation). Nonthermal technologies in connection with elements of Industry 4.0
and sustainability dimensions are presented in Figure 1. When discussing sustainability
there can be improvements of already existing thermal technologies, in terms of lower
energy consumption, lower emission of CO2 , lower impact to the environments with waste
reduction and its recycling (zero waste processing).
The improvements of advanced thermal and nonthermal technologies, in terms of elements of Industry 4.0 should go in line with Agenda 2030 (United Nations, UN). There are
many obstacles and interdisciplinary approach is needed to overcome those obstacles [11].
Technologies such as 5G, IoT, remote sensing, big data analytics, AI, machine learning and
blockchain can be connected in development of synergy approach of using advanced thermal and nonthermal processing. The aim is the foundation of “smart factories” along with
sustainability parameters and ISO standard 14040 [12]. Our future is 3D/4D printing and
farm robotics (from farm to industry) will be increasingly used in the food and agriculture
sector and many of these technologies are considered to disrupt the food and agriculture
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systems. Whole approach is needed in agri-food sector from farm to industry and market,
that needs to be included and considered, in terms of circular economy [13].
Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
4 of 22

Figure
1. Nonthermal technologies in connection with elements of Industry 4.0 and sustainability dimensions.
Figure 1. Nonthermal technologies in connection with elements of Industry 4.0 and sustainability dimensions.
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combining several techniques in an intelligent way it is possible to slow down deterioration
processes. Nevertheless, many food products are thermally sensitive and vulnerable
to chemical, physical, and microbiological changes induced by conventional processing
techniques for harvesting preservation, transformation, and extraction. Losses of some
nutritional compounds, low production efficiency, long processing time, energy consuming
procedures with prolonged heating and stirring, generation of large quantity of waste
and by-products, need of number of ingredients to stabilize the final food formula, and
use of large volumes of water encountered using these conventional food-processing
methods. These shortcomings have led to the use of green and innovative techniques in
harvesting, processing, pasteurization, and extraction, which typically involve less time,
water, and energy. As a result of these findings, a SWOT analysis has been developed, with
internal factors deployed to different technologies, while external factors, as common to all
technologies, has been outlined as generic opportunities and threats (Table 1).
Table 1. SWOT analysis of novel food processing techniques.

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Strengths (S)

Weaknesses (W)

Potential of adjusting technological parameters:
M—Selecting heating
M—Volumetric heating
M—Homogeneous heat treatment
M—Uniformity of heating
M—Selective heating
U—Cavitation through high frequency sound
waves
U—Collision of microjets with generation of high
pressure and temperature to breakdown cells
U—Reduction of process times
U—Mass transfer increased
U—Effect on enzyme activity
U—Batch or continuous operation
P—Ionized gas to produce free radicals, ions,
electrons, and other discharges
P—Reduced energy consumption temperature
P—Inactivation of pathogens
H—Ultra-high pressure, or high hydrostatic
pressure
H—Increase mass transfer rate of liquid oil

Quality/food safety issues:
M—Overheating and quality damage
U—Unwanted modification of food structure
and texture
U—Possible modification of lipids and
generation of off flavors
P—Possible damage by free radicalsP—Reduce
food quality
P—Oxygen may cause food quality to decline
H—Changing physical properties such as
melting point, solubility, density, viscosity, and
chemical equilibrium
H—Difficulty for continuous processing

Opportunities (O)

Threats (T)

Infrastructural and economic issues:
A—Space savings in production area
A—Development of new markets
A—Development of new consumers groups

Financial and knowledge issues:
A—Lack of experimental data needed to
modelling heating and/or other technological
parameters
A—Need of engineering to understand the new
technological processes
A—Potential problems with scaling up
A—Lack of qualified labor

Legend: (M)—Microwave; (U)—Ultrasound; (P)—Plasma; (H)—High pressure; (A)—applicable for all technologies.

Several novel and green food processing techniques are shown to be very prominent
and of big interest for the food industry, especially PEF, US, microwave, PL, ohmic heating,
irradiation, HPP and high voltage electric discharges (HVED). They are well known
to have a significant effect on the rate of various processes in the food industry. Full
reproducible food processes can now be completed in seconds or minutes with high
reproducibility, reducing the processing cost, simplifying manipulation and work-up,
giving higher purity of the final product, eliminating post-treatment of waste water and
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consuming only a fraction of the time and energy normally needed for conventional
processes. The advantages of using novel green techniques or food processing, includes:
more effective heating, faster energy transfer, reduced thermal gradients, selective heating,
reduced equipment size, faster response to process heating control, faster start-up, increased
production, and elimination of process steps [16].
3. Tools-Industry 4.0
3.1. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
High-quality production with minimal cost is the goal for most companies. Different
initiatives of Industry 4.0 lead to that goal. One of the most promising is AI which has
brought a revolution in all productions. Thus, manufacturing industries invest in AI
technology more and more. AI could be defined like systems that think and act like
humans, that think and act rationally [17]. AI is an interdisciplinary science with many
approaches and thanks to development of machine learning and deep learning, AI has
effects on all industries and technologies. AI transforms food industry too: from safety and
quality issues, waste reduction, hygiene and cleaning tasks, environmental sustainability,
production optimization, packaging to consumer insights [18–20].
AI systems assure safer, more accurate, faster, and more consistent production results
than humans. Machine learning, video and image recognition tools can detect and analyze
safety and quality issues improving modern approach to food production. Potential risks
during food production can be detected using AI. Real-time monitoring by AI instead
of waiting the end of production cycle to check output quality can identify errors and
anomalies as soon as possible [21–23]. Multi-sensor systems with AI embedded show
great potential for the optimization of the cleaning processes and hygiene in food industry [24,25]. AI has significant role in optimizing resource consumption (for example, power
and water), which immediately creates reduction in production costs. Whole process
powered by AI, including robotics, can be totally automated, working 24 h per day, 7 days
a week [26]. Production management can be easier and more sustainable by reduction
of power consumption [19]. Methods which include predictive machine learning algorithms can help operators to recognize issues before they become serious and complicate
to solve without shutdown of the production. In order to meet and exceed key performance indicators AI will optimize production process developing methods for automated
production calibration and increasing quality and speed of the production. An AI system
collects data from smart sensors and with previous operation history predicts maintenance
timing without breakdowns or shutdowns of production [27]. Robotics driven by AI is
an important element in the sector of packing and delivering of food products because
of increasing demands from final consumers [18,28–32]. Technological solutions founded
on AI enable bigger, more quality food production with less inputs, less waste and lower
energy consumption [20,31,33,34].
Technological solutions founded on AI enable bigger, more quality food production
with less inputs, less waste and lower energy consumption.
3.2. Industry of Things (IoT) and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
The IoT and services enables to optimize operational efficiency and rationalization,
automation and maintenance of network for the entire factory to form a smart environment [35]. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), known as the Industrial Internet is term
that brings together machinery, analytics (big data) and employees. It is the network of
huge number of industrial devices connected by communications technologies that results
in systems that can monitor, collect, exchange, analyze, and deliver valuable information.
This is helping deliver smart, optimized solutions for specific industry in which smart
machines are digitally connected and can communicate to each other. Information technologies (IT) and operational technologies (OT) are brought together in new term under
IIoT. IIoT systems are combined with the cloud and analytics. There are three levels of
connectivity: monitoring (data may be collected from machines); optimization (allows
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computers to process data) and automation (allows smart factories to self-regulate without
any human interaction). What is also important is overall equipment effectiveness (OEE),
that is a measure of how well a manufacturing operation is utilized (facilities, time, and
material) compared to its full potential, during the periods when it is scheduled to run.
IOT devices are industrial sensors, actuators, motors and controllers and they can deliver
vital information that can help processing run more efficiently and cost effectively.
IoT can be efficiently implanted in food industry to reduce or eliminate downtime
because of machine failure or damage, as well as reducing the overall cost of machine
maintenance. IoT can provide staff with remote access to critical systems. Food processing
is one of the largest sources of environmental impact and sustainable sectors have focused
its sustainability efforts to reduce CO2 footprint, reduce waste, and to assure reduce, reduce,
recycle principles. Processing food with minimal inputs including water, raw materials,
and energy will reduce the total impact of food processing. IoT can be implemented in
ways that reduce the level of food waste. IoT devices can be effectively used to improve
food traceability and automate data collection. In that way it would be easy to track of
where produce comes from, how it was transported and what kind of environmental
conditions it has been subject. This will allow for employees to use digital information to
manually increase efficiency and productivity [36].
All mentioned data, cloud, smart, digital, industry 4.0, IoT, IIoT, sensors, machines
play a key role in the internet of everything. This is the reason why there are different
terms like changes of Industry 4.0, smart factory as this is continuation of the phrase
digital factory which was previously used. Therefore, basic principles of Industry 4.0 are
connection of machines, systems and creating intelligent networks.
Thanks to Agriculture 4.0, many technologies make it possible to accomplish smart
farms [15]. The interconnection from farm to form, it is necessary, and it is important to
assure digitalization and smart systems from farm to fork. It is also of extreme importance to mention blockchain (digital data’s) and cybersecurity. One example is Siemens,
MindSphere: “generated data and information are collected in Siemens MindSphere–the
cloud-based open IoT operating system. MindSphere buffers all useful information before forwarding only a critical subset to the Blockchain, which then represents a tamper
proof chain of custody. Siemens Blockchain then makes sure the collected data is safe and
transparently accessible to everyone who is part of the consortium”.
3.3. Additive Technologies
As Industry 4.0 encourages the usage of smart manufacturing and sophisticated
information technology, additive manufacturing presents its important element. Additive
manufacturing is an automated process of creating three-dimensional (3D) physical objects
directly from 3D computer-aided design (3D-CAD) data by adding material layer by layer.
For that reason, it is also called a 3D printing [37].
The additive production is the result of a joint cooperation of experts from different
fields of science. The interdisciplinarity required a maximum exploitation of the potential
provided by additive production in order to push the boundaries of possible development
and production of new products. Unlike conventional production techniques, such as
subtractive and formative production, additive technologies form the final shape of product
by adding materials [38,39]. With this technology, customized products with complex
geometric shapes can be designed and printed using various edible ingredients [39].
The process of final product formation is presented in Figure 2. Firstly, the twodimensional (2D) model is designed in a CAD program. From 2D model, a 3D model can
be created that represents the final shape of the product. Although various complex models
can be created, the care should be taken with the thin and high models that can be which
disintegrate during printing because they do not have a support from the bottom layers.
Secondly, the created 3D model is transferred to the special computer software that cuts the
model into horizontal slices (layers), such as Slic3r. Sliced model presents each layer that
will be printed by a 3D printer. The software translates the model to the readable file format
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Figure 2. Process of product shape formation using additive manufacturing.
manufacturing.

3.3.1. D Food Printing Methods
The following 3D printing methods are available in the food sector: extrusion-based
printing, selective sintering printing, binder jetting, and inkjet printing [40].
Extrusion-Based Printing
The extrusion-based printing, or fused deposition modelling, was invented in 1988
by Scott Crump to produce plastic objects. Nowadays, it became the main 3D food
printing method. This technology is based on extrusion of semi-plastic materials from a
movable head that is being deposited into ultra-thin layers. The material is being heated at
temperatures that are slightly above the melting point so they can easily solidify after the
extrusion that enabling layers to fuse [41].
This 3D printing technology is simple for use and applicable for different materials.
Until now, it has been mostly used for paste-like materials such as tomato paste [42], potato
starch [43], chocolate [44], aqueous chlorella microalgae suspensions and emulsions [45],
and different starches [46]. The printing precision and properties of the final product mostly
depend on chosen materials (rheological, mechanical and thermal properties, moisture
content), processing parameters (nozzle diameter, printing height, movement rate) and
post-processing treatment (cooking, freezing, drying) [41].
Selective Sintering Printing
Selective sintering printing is a technology where sintering source is laser or hot air
that generate energy that allows fusion of particles together layer by layer into a final 3D
structure. The laser scans cross-sections of the specific areas of each layer and selectively
fuses the material [40]. This technology allows to apply different food material components
to each layer. Therefore, a great advantage of selective sintering printing is that it is suitable
for multi-printing materials. Moreover, the unfused material can be removed and reused
for the next printing.
This technology is suitable for printing of powdered food materials such as sugar,
starch and fat-based materials with relatively low melting points [47]. The printing precision with selective sintering is mainly affected by material properties (particle size, melting
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point, flowability, powder wettability), processing parameters (power, laser types, energy,
laser spot diameter, scanning speed) and post-processing operations (removal of superfluous material). This technology is not entirely suitable for production of personalized and
nutrient rich products, since thermosensitive nutrient composition could be significantly
decreased when heat is applied for layers’ fusion [40].
Binder Jetting
In the binder jetting 3D printing, a powdered material is deposited evenly layer by
layer and the binder is selectively ejected upon each layer to bind two consecutive powder
layers. As well as with selective sintering technology, the unfused material can be removed
and recycled [47]. The advantage of this technology includes high printer speed, great
variety of printable materials, it is suitable for complex and delicate 3D models and have
the potential to create colorful 3D food products by varying different composition of the
binder [40]. The main disadvantage of this technology is that printing material is limited
only to powdered substances, high machine cost and rough surface finish of the final
product. Moreover, a post-processing, such as curing at high temperatures or dehydration,
may be required to improve its strength [41].
The printing precision is under the influence of material properties such as particle size
and distribution of the powder, wettability and binder viscosity, processing factors including
nozzle diameter, layer physical properties and printing rate, and post-processing operations
like mentioned heating, baking, surface coating and removal of excess material [40].
Inkjet Printing
The technology of inkjet printing is based on dispense of droplets from a thermal
or piezoelectric head for surface filling in certain regions such as decorations of products
such as cakes, cookies or pizza [41]. Inkjet printers are suitable for low viscosity materials
(chocolate, liquid dough, gels, jams), and is rather used to print drawing on flat moving
products. Therefore, this technology is mainly used for decorations in pastry shops [48].
Inkjet printing precision is affected by material properties that mainly include rheological properties, and processing parameters like temperature, printing rate, nozzle
diameter, and others. The main disadvantages of this technology include inability to
produce complex food structures and the printed material cannot be recycled [41].
3.3.2. Sustainability of Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing has been successfully developing in a last decade mostly due
to the technical advantages of this technology that exceed the possibilities of traditional
methods. Such advantages include quite fast and simple production of complex food structures and geometries, customized products, and reduced material waste due to possibility
of recycling [49].
Additive manufacturing is considered as clean and green production that brings key
environmental benefits manifested through three main aspects: resource consumption,
waste management and pollution control. The majority of resource consumption refers
to the electricity that drives the system and to the material used for printing (filaments,
polymers, powders). The efficiency of the material using additive techniques is about 97%,
which minimizes the amount of waste, for example, compared to conventional subtractive
production [50]. Subtractive production generates a large amount of waste and additive
production can reduce the amount of waste by as much as 90 %. However, this does not
mean that additive manufacturing does not produce any waste. The majority of additive
production waste consists of unexpected damage to this support structure if the method
requires it. Compared to other production techniques, less pollution is created because
non-toxic materials and green chemicals are most commonly used [49,51].
Even though there are some disadvantages of additive manufacturing, some key
environmental benefits can be expected (Figure 3). Additive production reduces the need
for energy-intensive and polluting production processes. The advantage of this production
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is efficient and more flexible product design with better performance, it is possible to
decentralize production and reduce CO2 emissions during the production process, which
directly affects the carbon footprint. Consequently, time and cost effect can be potentially
reduced, especially for individualized and small manufactures [40,49,51].
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sustainable urban food ecosystems as a result to the increasing world population and
limited availability of resources [54].
3.4. Big Data
It is obvious that food industry 4.0 strives to integrate communication, information
and intelligence technologies where big data play a significant role [55]. Data management
comprises of acquiring data in a more timely, rapid and flexible manner [56]. One of typical
attributes associated with big data is high volume, velocity and variety of information with
constraints in managing data [57].
The main challenges when speaking about big data in industry 4.0 food sustainability
perspective is how to model and explore various agri-food policies using multi-source data
and intelligent tools. To mention the complexity of food industry 4.0, the following food
sustainability data associated with non-thermal technologies should be emphasized [13,58]:
(i) environmental issues; (ii) economic issues; (iii) social issues; (iv) consumer preferences
associated with food quality; (v) nutritional issues; (vi) food hygiene issues; (vii) purchasing
patronage issues. Key issues to be resolved when developing data architecture is data
quality, data uncertainty and the potential for data analytics [13].
In the EU, two dimensions determine Industry 4.0 in the context of manufacturing
companies–‘Infrastructure’ in terms of hardware and communication network opposed to
‘Big data maturity’ in the context of processing information though the infrastructure [59].
The potential of extracting and interpreting data within (food) manufacturing processes
and/or (food) supply chains can increase effectiveness and facilitate all types of nonconformities [60]. Existence of analytical capacities is in relation to the use of various
mathematical models in the food sector [61]. Results from this cross-European study
reveals on one side big food companies and companies operating in developed parts of
Europe with a higher level of applied modelling compared to small and medium-sized
companies and companies operating in less developed parts of Europe. One of the reasons
for low level of modelling and (big) data analysis in the food sector is due to the novelty
of such a topic, slow food companies adaptation to it opposed to fast development of this
sector demanding reengineering of existing food manufacturing processes [59]. Food sector
per se has not been in focus of overall assessment of Industry 4.0 readiness, with limited
evaluating models developed [62].
3.5. Smart Sensors
Global food demands are continuously increasing, which means that the efficiency and
effectiveness of agricultural production and food technology must be increased. In doing
so, various available tools and techniques could be used, and new ones are developed.
In general, research and development of new technologies such as sensor technologies
or Internet technologies and wireless communications leads to the need to introduce
them in the food industry. The IoT allows the integration of a large number of devices
with a network of embedded specific sensors that communicate independently with each
other and with different applications. This provides data that can be analyzed and then
used in automated work as a first step, and later for planning, management, strategy
development, and decision making. Collecting large amounts of product data in the
Food Industry 4.0. requires the use of smart sensors and stable, predictive, and reliable
communications [63]. Smart sensors have proven to be an excellent alternative to traditional
methods and promising tools for all investigations and applications [63–65].
Smart modules and sensors can be added in processing line and to monitor specific
part of processes. The whole range of added modules can be plug and play or lightly
programmed. An example of connecting subsequent modules can be an Arduino. In article
by Roman et al., [66] sampler 2.5 dust measurement module has been connected as an Arduino module. This illustrates how technology can be developed and how standardization
of libraries allows rapid development.
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Biosensors as devices for converting biological quantity into electrical signal are
widely used in the food industry due to their specifics: short response time, high sensitivity, fast detection, automation capability, relatively low production cost, simple real-time
management and monitoring, simple installation in integrated systems, easy integration
into various methods to ensure food quality and safety. Biosensors can be designed for
either specific compounds or a selected class of food, which greatly expands their field of
application. The design of the biosensor can be in portable form, which allows monitoring
of the product during the production itself, but also during distribution and selling. Effective risk management in the food industry is greatly facilitated using biosensors [67,68].
Classification of biosensors according principles and measurands is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Principles and measurands of some typical biosensors.
Principle

Measurand

Conductometric
Potentiometric
Capacitive
Amperometric
Calorimetric
Gravimetric
Optical
Resonant
Fluorescent

Resistance/conductance
Voltage/e.m.f.
Capacitance/charge
Current
Heat/temperature
Mass
Path length/absorption
Frequency
Intensity

Biosensors are subgroup of chemical sensors where the element is a biologically active
material: enzyme, antibody, biological chemical, tissue, cell and organelles. The combination
of all above-mentioned elements of biorecognition and principles allows the development
of many types of biosensors. However, most commercial biosensors used in food industry are based on enzymes or antibodies as the most commonly used biologically active
elements [69–73].
Enzymes are large protein molecules that catalyze chemical reactions. Their task
is to convert A (the original measurand) into one of the products B while keeping the
enzyme unchanged. The final product B is directly measured by a (physical) sensor. In the
human body, the role of enzymes is practically irreplaceable. Substance A always must
be converted to substance B, and never, for example, to C, so enzymes must be able to
detect the difference in a single atom that will show whether or not a chemical reaction
will occur. This inherent selectivity of the enzyme is used in biosensors. A similar situation
is with antibodies as a biologically active material. Antibodies are proteins produced
by the immune system in response to “foreign” material in the body (antigen), such as
viruses, bacteria, various implants... The fundamental difference between enzymes and
antibodies is that antibodies do not catalyze chemical reactions but bind tightly to antigens
(“foreign” material), thus marking them for the immune system for removal or attack.
Antibodies should be extremely selective in antigen selection and this characteristic is
used in biosensors. After binding of the antibody to the antigen, the antibody/antigen
complex is exposed to a (physical) sensor, which thus changes some of the corresponding
parameters measured by this (physical) sensor [67,68].
Regardless of the good performance and the importance of using enzyme-based
biosensors in the food industry, some other aspects must be considered before the commercialization of enzyme biosensors. A great advantage of enzyme-based biosensors is the
immobilization of biological material on the electrode surface and better interface function.
Polymers and nanomaterials are often used as carriers of biological material, and their main
characteristics are an increase in the speed and stability of electron transfer and an extension
of the life of biosensors [64,65,69,71,74,75]. The development of biocompatible materials
must go in the direction of improving the sensitivity of biosensors. Extending the interval of
use of biosensors must be accompanied by improving the immobilization technology and
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modifying the enzymes on which they work [75]. Sample pre-treatment and optimization
of biosensor specificity and selectivity reduces unwanted interactions [76]. The significant
diversity of enzymes and enzymatic reactions indicates the need for careful selection for
each biosensor which will result in the desired results. The biggest possible problems
with biosensors are sterilization, contamination and sometimes cost. Sterilization is almost
always necessary for in situ use, so particular characteristics of biosensor are changed.
It further means deviation from the original calibration of the sensor with all potential consequences. Contamination involves the risk that used biological material/chemicals will
leak and come into contact with the environment (human tissue). The cost of production
of individual sensors, no matter how technically attractive they are, is very high, so they
are not mass-produced at all [63,64,73].
The last few years a research of application of biosensors in agronomy and the food
industry significantly increases, which implies that they play very important role in this
field [63,70,72,73,77–82].
3.6. Smart Factories
It all started with Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). PLC is an industrial digital computer that continuously monitors the state of input devices to make decisions
(to control manufacturing processes and equipment) based on pre-programmed logic [83].
Now we have different kind of technical terms like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID),
that is a wireless communication technology that uses radio frequency identify people or
object. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is a control system architecture
that uses computers and networked data communications to monitor and control factory
floor equipment. IoT can enable the creation of virtual networks to support the smart
factory in Industry 4.0, and the entire value chain that can control each other autonomously.
IoT allows the machines to communicate (M2M) and this means more human free manufacturing environment [84,85]. The systems are becoming more and more “autonomous”
and with sensors and CPS are the core elements of transformation to smart factories. Smart
factory is a move from the traditional automation of the past to connected systems that
makes use of data to cope with increasing business demands. Industry 4.0., is driving
digital transformation across smart factories. It is blending computing power with machine
and sensor technologies. As previously said, IoT systems can collect manufacturing data
in a transparent, comprehensive, and interactive way. These tools can provide real-time
visibility into assets and equipment, quality of processes and factory resources. Many
innovative procedures have already been introduced, for instance, 3D printing or virtual
reality [86]. To build smart factory it is necessary that management invest in technologies
like cloud computing, IoT, advanced sensor technologies, 3D printing, industrial robotics,
data analytics, AI, machine learning, enhanced machine-to-machine (M2M) communication along with building the capability of the employees. It is also possible, besides smart
production to predict and estimate the production workflow. This is possible by collecting
data that can produce digital factory simulations that predict how a product is expected
to be manufactured. This is called virtual factory and that is real-time simulation of how
production is manufactured.
4. Sustainability of NTPs in Industry 4.0
Many authors confirm that Industry 4.0 technologies have the potential of growth,
competitiveness and industrial sustainability improvements [87,88]. The agri-food sector has also started using advantages of this technology in terms of utilizing modern
equipment, emerging information and communication technologies, joint with sensing,
smart and sustainable technologies [89]. One approach in understanding sustainability
in Industry 4.0 is associating the SDGs of the UN with the food supply chain through the
prism of Food Industry 4.0 as depicted in Figure 4. Out of 17 SDGs, eight can be recognized
as directly or indirectly connected with food [90]. Tools outlined in Figure 4 comprise of
various Industry 4.0 technologies [89,91,92] applicable in the food supply chain.
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Challenges in performing a LCA of nonthermal food processing technologies is displayed in Table 3, deployed through its main elements: mapping the process, setting
the scope and boundaries, collecting data, calculating, evaluating and interpreting the
results [12]. The Table 3 has been developed in line with research from [100] and [4].
Table 3. Challenges in performing a LCA of nonthermal food processing technologies.
No

Stage

Challenge

Issues to Be Resolved

1

Scope and goal

Imprecise system boundaries

What are the boundaries of the lab scale unit?

2

Scope and goal

Unreliable functional units

Are results comparable or highly dependable on
functional units (1 kg of product vs 1 treatment)?

3

Scope and goal

Inadequate data collection
method

Do inconsistent methods employed (measurement,
estimation, combination, re-calculation . . . ) enhance
propagation of bias?

4

Inventory analysis

Material and energy flows and
waste streams

Is it possible to precisely measure all
material/energy flows and outputs in a lab-scale
unit?

5

Impact assessment

Choice of environmental impacts

In which environmental impacts should the result be
displayed to enable comparisons?

6

Interpretation of results

Uncertainty and sensitivity

How do choice of functional unit, collection
methods and inventory analysis affect chosen
environmental impacts?

Since lab-scale units are usually at a technology readiness level between 3 and 4,
it is necessary to clearly define boundaries of the system in which the partial LCA is
used. Inconsistent functional unit raises a certain risk [4] since adequate choice should
enable their comparison in-between food products and food technologies. Based on the
data collection methods, it is important to be able to validate the data and relate them to
nonthermal food processing technologies and chosen FUs [12].
Although inventory analysis of a partial LCA (for a lab-scale unit) may seem simple,
main issues is the potential of precise measuring of input (material and energy) and output
flows (waste/discharge streams) especially since in some cases, these values may be hard
to measure. Some authors state that this stage is of significant importance in LCA since it
provides values od unit process data [101].
As an outcome of partial LCA, it is necessary to calculate all environmental impacts
and express them per FU. However, depending on the approach/software used, different
impacts may be considered [4]. Due to all challenges mentioned and potential uncertainties,
it would be more than good to perform a sensitivity analysis and clearly identify influencers
(from the inventory analysis) within a sensitivity analysis.
To conclude the analysis of Food Industry 4.0 in relation to sustainability dimensions,
a SWOT analysis has been performed, considering some similar publications [102–105]
and it is presented in Table 4.
It is obvious that food industry 4.0 has many advantages within all three sustainability
dimensions. However, high initial investments, lack of knowledge among workers for
using some (or all) of Industry 4.0 technologies and potential food safety risks still represent
a challenge in implementing these technologies throughout the food supply chain.
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Table 4. The sustainability SWOT analysis for Food Industry 4.0.

INTERNAL

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Strengths (S)

Weaknesses (W)

En—Potential for energy saving during food processing
En—Optimized overall environmental performance
Ec—Lower manufacturing cost
Ec—Development of eco-friendly products
So—Higher level of health and safety during food processing
So—Better work condition for workers

Ec—Need for investments
Ec—Budget need for training/research
So—Resistance to change management
En—Disbalance between environmental and
economic benefits of some I4.0 technologies

Opportunities (O)

EXTERNAL

Ec—Better market share
Ec—New business models
Ec—Competitive advantage
So—Higher reputation
En—Striving towards “zero” pollution

Threats (T)
Ec—Slow return of investment
Ec—Food safety hazards from some I4.0
technologies
Ec—Consumers skeptical about new food
technologies
Ec—Demand of these food products may be
unpredictable
Ec—Need for changing consumer buying
behavior
So—Lack of knowledge among workers

Legend: (En)—environmental dimension; (So)—social dimension; (Ec)—economic dimension.

5. Conclusions and Future Trends
The review paper is giving an overview of applying nonthermal processing, with
optimization of processing (sensors, IoT, big data, AI) with the aim of creating smart
processing and smart factories. It is of high importance to perform LCA, to quantify
(En)—environmental dimension; (So)—social dimension and (Ec)—economic dimension.
A performed SWOT analysis for Food Industry 4.0 showed: potential for energy saving
during food processing; optimized overall environmental performance; lower manufacturing cost; development of eco-friendly products; higher level of health and safety during
food processing and better work condition for workers. When thinking of the future
and innovative processes and technologies, we come to Industry 5.0. It will bring back
communication between humans and machines, and it starts when we ask consumers what
they want. We need to focus on consumers and ask what they want, do they understand
technology, explain to them water, waste, carbon footprints, take care for the environment
and society. The main responsibility of the research community is to develop technological
infrastructure and scale-up to industry. It is necessary to have interdisciplinary research
and contribution because we need technologists, engineers, economists, environmental
scientists, and LCA managers. A necessity to describe physical systems, management
models, business models as well as some defined Industry 4.0 and 5.0 models is needed.
Running a more sustainable, energy-efficient food manufacturing facility allows the use of
technology to minimize waste, carbon, and water footprint.
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